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The basic functor underlying the Grothendieck algebraic geometry is Spec 
which assigns a ringed space to each ring1 A; we denote the topological space 
by spec A and the sheaf of rings by Spec A. We shall define a functor which 
is both a generalization and a natural transformation of Spec, in a sense made 
precise below. Our setting is the category Proj, of commutative K-algebras, 
where k is a fixed ring, and specializations over K which are defined below. 
A k-algebra is, strictly speaking, a ring homomorphism pA : K -+ A (pa is 
called the representation or structural homomorphism) and a K-algebra 
homomorphism is a commutative triangle 
k 
of ring homomorphisms. As is customary we simplify this to “A is a K-algebra” 
and “4 : A -+ B is a K-algebra homomorphism”, when there can be no 
ambiguity about the p’s. When we refer to K as a K-algebra we mean of course 
the identity representation. 
1. PRIMES AND PLACES 
Recall the definition of a place $ on the field A with values in the field B 
(cf. [6], p. 3). It is a ring homomorphism 4 : A, -+ B defined on a subring A, 
of A with the property that for all X, y E A, xy E A, , x 6 A, =P y E Ker 4. 
This suggests the following definition for k-algebras: a specialization from 
1 Throughout ring means commutative associative ring with 1; all ring homo- 
morphisms, subrings and modules are supposed unitary, that is, they respect 1. 
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the k-algebra A to the k-algebra B is a k-algebra homomorphism 4 : A, + B 
where A, is a subalgebra of A such that for all X, y E A, xy E A, 
x$A, *yEKer& 
Clearly a k-algebra homomorphism 4 : A ---f B is a specialization with 
A, = A. 
As in the case of places on fields one can give an equivalent definition where 
+ is everywhere defined by “projectivizing” the algebras (cf. [I], Chapt. 6, 
p. 96): We adjoin a symbol CO to each algebra A subject to the rules 
a+co==co+a=co VaEA 
-cQ=co 
am = coa = co VafO,aEA 
COcO=rx) 
cc0 = co VcEk, c$Kerp,. 
Then a specialization is a mapping $ : L! + 8, where we have written A^ 
for A u {co}, etc., such that for all X, y E a, c E k 
41 = 1 
9@-tY) =dx+4y 
HXY) = +x - $Y 
r$(cx) = c$x 
whenever the right-hand sides are defined; that is, when the right-hand side 
is defined, then so is the left-hand side and they are equal. One sees imme- 
diately that 40 = 0, +o = co, 4(-x) = -qLvVx E A and that this definition 
of specialization coincides with the original one. 
It is readily verified that the composition of two specializations is again 
a specialization and that k-algebras together with specializations form a 
category, which we denote by Proj, . We regard Alg, , the category of 
k-algebras and k-algebra homomorphisms, as a subcategory of Proj, . 
A preplace is a specialization 4 : A -+ K into a field K (which is also 
a k-algebra); and a prime of A (or when it is necessary to be more precise, 
a prime/k = a prime defined over k) is the kernel of a preplace. A place on A 
is a preplace + : A -+ K with the following universal property: if +’ : A -+ K’ 
is another preplace with the same kernel, then there exists a unique k-algebra 
homomorphism I/J : K -+ K’ such that 4’~ = $(4x) whenever the right-hand 
side is defined. Note that this implies A,, 3 A, . 
Two places I$ : A + K and 4 : A -+ K’ are isomorphic if A, = A,t and 
there exists a k-algebra isomorphism 4 : K + K’ such that 4’~ = 9(&v) for 
all x E A, . 
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PROPOSITION 1. The primes of A are in canonical bijective correspondence 
with the isomorphism classes of places on A. A subset P of A is a prime if and 
only if 
(i) P is a k-submodule not containing 1, 
(ii) P is multiplicatively closed, 
(iii) the complement A\P of P in A is multiplicatively closed. 
Proof. Let P be a prime, say P = Ker 4 where I$ : A -+ K is a preplace. 
Then A, is among the subalgebras B of A such that 
(1) B contains P as an ideal, and 
(2) for all x, y E A, xy E B, x $ B * y E P. 
Indeed P is a prime ideal in A, since K is a field. Clearly P has properties 
(i) and (ii) of the proposition. It also satisfies (iii); for suppose xy E P. Either 
x and y are both in A, , and then one is in P since P is a prime ideal in A, , or 
one of x, y is not in A, , say x $ A, , and then y E P by property (2) above. 
AP = {a E A : aP C P} is the largest subalgebra containing P as an ideal; 
moreover AP has property (2) For suppose xy E AP, x $ AP, say xp 4 P, 
p E P. Then xyp E P, xp 6 P, soy E P by (iii). Thus AP is the largest subalgebra 
satisfying (1) and (2). 
There is also a smallest, which we denote by PA, obtained by intersecting 
all such B. P is a prime ideal in any such B, in particular in pA and AP. The 
canonical homomorphism 0 : pA -+ Q(pA/P), where Q signifies quotient 
field, clearly defines a preplace on A. It is in fact a place; for suppose 
+’ : A -+ K’ is another preplace with Ker 4’ = Ker 0 = P. Then #‘-lK 
satisfies (1) and (2), so #‘-lK’3 pA. C$ ’ induces PAIP--+ K’ which extends 
uniquely to a k-algebra embedding 4 : Q(pA/P) -+ K’ and $‘x = #(0x) for 
all x E pA. 
On the other hand, given P satisfying (i)-(iii) of the proposition, we 
may take any B satisfying (1) and (2), for example B = AP, and then 
0 : B -+ Q(B/P) defines a preplace with Ker 0 = P, so P is a prime. Indeed 
it is clear that the subalgebras atisfying (1) and (2) are precisely the domains 
of definition of preplaces with kernel P. 
Finally, by the universal property, any two places with the same kernel P 
are isomorphic. In particular, every place with kernel P is isomorphic with 
the canonical place A + Q(pA/P). 
If + : A + B is a specialization, then Ker 4 is among the subsets J of A 
satisfying 
(1) J is an ideal in A, , and 
(2) forallx,yEA,xyEAQ,x$Ad+yy J. 
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By intersection there is a smallest such J. When A, = A, this intersection is 
0; when A, f A, this minimal kernel is actually a prime, as we now see. 
PROPOSITION 2. (i) In order that the subalgebra B of A be the domain of 
dejnition of a specialization, it is necessary and su#kient that for all x, y E A, 
xy E B, x $ B * y E B. Then B is the domain of apreplace. 
(ii) Given such a B f A, let P be the set of all b E B for which there exists 
an a E A\B such that ab E B. Then P is a prime in A and a prime ideal in B. 
Every specialization with domain B factors through the canonical one A -+ B/P. 
Proof. (cf. [I], Chapt. 6, p. 169). The domain of a specialization clearly 
satisfies the condition in (i). If M is a maximal ideal of A, then the homo- 
morphism A -+ A/M is a preplace with domain A. Now let B f A and let 
P be as defined in (ii). If p,p’ E P, say up, alp’ E B where a, a’ E A\B then 
up * a‘p’ = up’ . a’p E B so one of up’, a’p, say up’ is in B. Thus a(p + p’) E B, 
so P is closed under addition. It is now obvious that P is an ideal in B. Suppose 
x,y~Aandxy~P.Thenaxy~Bforsomea~A\B.Ifax~B,thenx~P 
and if ax 4 B, then y E P; thus P is a prime. The remaining details are clear. 
For convenience, let us call the domain of definition B of a specialization 
a specialization subalgebra and let B # denote the minimal kernel. Thus 
B# = 0 when B = A and otherwise is a prime; also, if 4 has domain B, 
then the possible values of Ker 4 are the ideals of B which contain B#. 
COROLLARY 1. The specialization subalgebras of the direct product 
A = A, x -.- x A,, are the subalgebras of the form 
B=A,x ..a x Aim1 x Bi x A,+1 x -.. x ,4, 
whme for some i, Bi is a specialization subalgebra of A,; B# = A, x --* x B,# 
x -** x A,whenB,fA,andB# =OwhenB, = Ai. 
Proof. It is clear that a B of this form is a specialization subalgebra and 
B# is as described. Conversely, let B f A be a specialization subalgebra. 
Then for some i we have ai E Ai, say i = 1 for convenience, such that 
(a, , 0 ,..., 0) $ B. Then for any j > I and aj E Aj we have (al , 0 ,..., 0) 
(0 ,..., ai ,..., 0) = 0 E B whence (0 ,..., aj ,..., 0) E B#. It is clear that 
B = B, x A, x --- x A, where B, is a specialization subalgebra of A, . 
If B f A is a specialization subalgebra of A and J is an ideal of A con- 
tained in B, then J C B# and the following result is clear: 
* Actually this is a place; in other words MA = A. For suppose x E A\“A. There 
exist y E A, m E M such that xy = 1 + m. But then xy E MA so y E M and we have 
the contradiction 1 EM. 
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COROLLARY 2. If J is an ideal in A, then the specialization subalgebras of 
A/J are the subalgebras of the form B/J w h ere B is a specialization subalgebra 
of A containing J; (B/ J)# = B#/ J or 0 according as B f A or B = A. 
2. THE FUNCTOR gam, 
We denote3 the set of all primes/k of A by gam, A and we introduce the 
topology generated by the sets D(E) = {P : P n E = $3) where E runs over 
the finite subsets of A. These sets form a basis of the topology since 
D(E) n D(F) = D(E u E’). 
Clearly every prime ideal is a prime; the prime P is a prime ideal if and 
only if AP = A, and then the preplace A + Q(AP/P) is an ordinary homo- 
morphism. Thus as sets we have spec A C gam, A. 
PROPOSITION 3. spec A is a den-se subspace of gam, A. 
It is easily verified that the relative topology on spec .4 is the usual Zariski 
one ([I], Chapt. 2, p. 125) and density follows immediately from 
PROPOSITION 4. Every prime P contains a prime ideal; indeed 
PO={aEA:aACP} 
is a prime ideal and is the unique largest ideal of A contained in P. 
A simple calculation shows that PO is a prime ideal and it is obvious that 
any ideal contained in P must be contained in PO. 
An immediate consequence is the following: 
PROPOSITION 5. The prime radical ‘$(A) (= the ideal of nilpotent elements) 
is the intersection of all primes. 
Bearing in mind that 
spec k = gam, k, 
anything we prove about primes or gam, A (without special hypotheses on 
k or A) is true in particular for prime ideals and spec. 
If {Pi} is a chain of primes, clearly UP, and nP, are also primes. Hence by 
Zorn’s lemma every prime is contained in a maximal prime4 and contains a 
minimal prime. By Proposition 4, the minimal primes are precisely the 
minimal prime ideals; let us denote the set of these by p(gam, A). More 
3 I am indebted to Professor W. Kuyk for suggesting this notation. 
4 Specializing to k = Z, the maximal primes are the same thing as Harrison’s 
finite primes [3]. 
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generally, if X is a closed subspace of gam, A, let p(X) denote the set of 
primes minimal with respect to being in X. That p(X) f g is brought out 
in the next proposition. 
As in [I] in the case of spec we use the following notation: if X is a subset 
of gam, A, then J(X) is intersection of all P E X. 3(X) is a multiplicatively- 
closed submodule of A but of course need not be a prime. If Y is a subset 
of A, then V(Y) is the set of all primes P containing Y. Since V(Y) is the 
complement of U{D(y) : y E Y}, V(Y) is closed; in the case of spec all closed 
sets are of this form, but not in general. 
If X is of the form V(Y), then in fact X = V(s(X)), as is easily seen. We 
then call X a distingzlished closed set. For example, if k is a field, then the set 
of all primes of the polynomial ring K[x, y] which contain either of the two 
primes xk[x] or yk[y] is a closed set which is not distinguished. 
PROPOSITION 6. (i) The closure of a point P E gam, A is V(P); hence 
gam, A is a TO-space. 
(ii) If X is a closed subspace of gam, A and {Pi} is a chain in X, then 
nP, E X; hence each P E X contains a member of p(X). 
(iii) If X is an irreducible subspace, then J(X) is a prime; if P is a prime, 
then V(P) is an irreducible subspace. 
(iv) The irreducible components of the distinguished closed subspace X are 
V(P), P E p(X) (and by (i), distinct P E p(X) give distinct components). 
Proof. (i) is clear. Regarding (ii), let D(E) be a basic neighbourhood of 
P = nP, , so P n E = 8. Since the Pi form a chain and E is finite, 
Pi n E = $9 for some i. Since X is closed, we have P E X. 
(iii) If YS E J(X), then X C V(YS) C V(r) u V(s). Thus if X is irreducible, 
it is contained in one of them, say XC V(r). This implies Y E J(X), hence 
J(X) is a prime. Secondly, V(P) is irreducible because any nonempty open 
set (in the relative topology) contains P. 
(iv) If Y is an irreducible component of X, then by (iii), 3(Y) = P is a 
prime and V(P) is irreducible. Since X is distinguished, Y C V(P) C X, so 
by maximality, V(P) = Y and P E p(X). 
COROLLARY. The sets V(P), P a prime, are precisely the closed irreducible 
subspaces of gam, A; V(P) is an irreducible component of gam, A if and only 
zf P is a minimal prime ideal. 
LEMMA 1. If 4 : A -+ B is a specialization of k-algebras and P E gam, B, 
then Q = +-lP E gam, A and *A C $-l(pB) C +-lBp C A*. 
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Proof. Since $ : A, --f B is a k-algebra homomorphism, Q is a multi- 
plicatively-closed k-submodule of A not containing 1. Now suppose x, y E A, 
xy E Q. We must prove that one of x, y is in Q. If, say, x 6 A, , then since 
xy E A, we have y E Ker 4 C Q. Thus we may suppose that both x and y are 
in A, . Then +(xy) = 4x4~ E P, whence +c(say) E P and therefore x E Q. The 
second statement is proved similarly. 
This allows us to define 
gam, # : gam, B -+ gam, A 
by P t, $-lP. The continuity of gam, 4 follows from 
LEMMA 2. (gam, I$)-’ D(E) = D($(E n Ad)) where E is any Jinite subset 
ofA. 
Proof. If P E D($(E n A,)), then P n 4(E n A,) = $3 so 
+lP n $-l+(E n Ad) = !IJ 
and therefore +-lP n E = $3. Thus (gam,+)P E D(E). Conversely, if 
P 4 D(+(E n A,)), there is an e E E n A, such that $e E P. Then e E +-‘P, so 
(gamk $1 p tf D(E)* 
The first statement of the following proposition is now apparent. 
PROPOSITION 7. gam, is a contravariant fumtor front Proj, to the category 
Top of topological spaces and continuous mappings. Moreover 
gam,(A X B) = gam,A u gm, B 
where X denotes Cartesian product and u disjoint union5. 
Proof. If P E gam, A, then clearly P x B E gam,(A x B), and similarly if 
P E gam, B. Thus we have a mapping 0 : gam, A U gam, B -+ gam,(A x B), 
which is clearly injective. Let P E gam,(A x B), and let R and S denote its 
projections in A and B respectively. We cannot have both 1 E R and 1 E S for 
then we would have (a, l), (1, b) E P for some a, b leading to the contradiction 
(a,l)+(l,b)-(a,l)(l,b)== REP. Suppose l$R. Then (l,O)$P and 
for all b E B, (1, O)(O, b) = 0 E P, whence (0, b) E P. Hence if (a, b) E P, then 
(a, 0) = (a, b) - (0, b) E P, so P = R X B and clearly R is a prime. It 
follows that 8 is surjective. If E = {(al, bl),..., (an, b,)} is a finite subset of 
A x B, then it is easily seen that &lD(E) = D(E,) u D(E,) where 
El = {aI ,..., 4 -J-h = V, ,..., 62 so 0 is continuous. On the other hand the 
6 A x B is the product of A and B in Alg, but is no longer the product in Projk . 
If X and Y are topological spaces, the topology on Xll Y is that generated by the 
open sets of X and Y regarded as subsets of X ll Y. 
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sets X = D(E,) u D(E,), where E1 = {al ,..., a,} and Es = {b, ,..., b,) are 
finite subsets of A and B respectively, form a basis for the topology on 
gam, A U gam, B; and since 19(x) = D(E) where E = {(a1 , l),..., (a,, l), 
(1, br),..., (1, 6,,)}, 19 is open. Therefore 0 is a homeomorphism. 
COROLLARY. If A and B are rings, then 
spec(A x B) = spec A U spec B. 
Proof. A and B are A X B-algebras via the projections and 
gam,,, A = spec A, etc. 
If + : A + B is a specialization and P E gam, A, then P n A, E gam, A,; 
but in general PC A, $ gam, A. Also in general, +(P n A,) $ gam, B. 
However, when + is onto, the first homomorphism theorem applies: 
PROPOSITION 8. Let q5 : A -+ B be a specialization. 
(i) If P E gam, A, and P 3 Ker 4, then P E gam, A; hence if P E gam, A 
and P 3 Ker $, then P A A, E gam, A. 
(ii) If 4 is surjective, then gam, 4 is a homeomorphism from gam, B to the 
subspace X = (P E gam, A : Ker 4 C P C A*} of gam, A, the inverse mapping 
being P ++ 4 P. In particular, if 4 is a surjective homomorphism, so A, = A, 
then gam, + is a homeomorphism from gam, B to the closed subspace V(Ker 4). 
(iii) If + is a swjective homomorphism, then gam,+ is surjective <f and 
only if Ker + is a nil ideal6 (and in this case, therefore, gam, A and gam, B are 
canonically homeomorphic). 
Proof. (i) Given a surjective homomorphism and a prime P containing 
the kernel, clearly the image of P is a prime. Thus if Ker 4 C P E gam, A, 
and # : A, + AJKer + is the canonical map, then #P is a prime. Now (G 
defines a specialization 19 : iz 4 A,/Ker 4 and therefore O-l#P = P E gam, A. 
(ii) If 4 is onto, clearly gam, + : gam, B - X is a continuous bijection, 
and we must prove that (gam, 4) D(E) is open in X where E = {el ,..., e,} is 
a finite subset of B. Choosing ai E A, such that +ai = bi, one sees that 
(gamld$) D(E) = X n D(a, ,..., a,,), as required. 
(iii) By Proposition 5, Ker 4 C (P(A) is equivalent to saying that every 
prime of A contains Ker 4 and the result follows from (ii). 
Taking k = A we obtain 
6 I.e., every element is nilpotent which is the same as saying that Ker 4 C p(A). 
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COROLLARY. If + : A + B is a surjective ring homomorphism, then spec 4 
is a homeomorphism from spec B to the closed subspace V(Ker 4) of spec A; 
V(Ker ~5) = spec A if and only if Ker q5 is a nil ideal. 
If M is a subset of A and N is the multiplicatively-closed subset generated 
byM,then{PEgam,A:PnM=@}={P~gam,A:PnN=0}.This 
set is open if, given N, M can be chosen finite, but not in general. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let S be a multiplicatively-closed subset of k. Then 
{P E gam, A: P n pAS = $3) is canonically homeomorphic with gams-ls(paS)-lA. 
The homeomorphism is given by P H (pAS)-l P for P E gam, A, 
P n pAS = 0 with inverse P H +-‘P for P E gams+(paS)-l A where 
4 : A -+ (pAS)-l A is the canonical map. We omit the simple details of the 
proof. 
Taking k = A we have 
COROLLARY. If S is a multiplicatively-closed subset of the ring A, then 
{P E spec A : P n S = @} is homeomorphic with spec S-IA. 
3. EXAMPLE: THE GAM OF A FIELD 
When A is a field the primes of A are precisely the maximal ideals of those 
valuation rings V in A such that Q(V) = A and V 1 pAk. This is clear 
from Section 1: if P E gam, A, then AP is a k-subalgebra so AP 1 pak, and 
since x . l/x = 1 E AP we have 
which shows simultaneously that AP is a valuation ring, its quotient field is A 
and its maximal ideal is P. The converse is equally obvious. 
Note that if x E AP\P, then l/x E AP\P and it follows readily from this that 
x E PA. Thus when A is a field we always have PA = AP, which explains why 
the notion of preplace and the universal property for places on fields is not 
essential. Note also that AP# = P and therefore if 4 is a specialization out of 
A, then A, is a valuation ring with quotient field A and Ker + is its maximal 
ideal. 
Thus we have the fact peculiar to fields that AP uniquely determines back 
the prime P : P is the unique maximal ideal of AP; alternatively, P = Ap#. 
Also, 
PCP’oAP3Ap’ 
and then P is a prime ideal in AP’. 
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We take the definition of the Riemann surface of A/K as given in [6], p. 110, 
except that we include the trivial valuation corresponding to P = 0, AP = A. 
(In the course of their proof of quasi-compactness’ the authors adjoin this 
“generic point”). They regard the points as being the valuation rings; we 
prefer to think of them as the corresponding primes. 
PROPOSITION 10. If A is a$eld, gam, A is homeomorphic with the Riemann 
surface of A/k. 
Proof. We know they agree as point sets and it remains to show that the 
topologies coincide. A subbasic open set in the Riemann surface has the 
form {P : x E AP} which is the whole space if x = 0; otherwise it is 0(1/z) in 
the gam topology, and therefore open in the gam topology in any case. 
Conversely, consider the subbasic open set D(x) of the gam topology. If 
x = 0, this set is empty and otherwise coincides with the open set {P: I/x E AP) 
of the Riemann surface topology. Thus the topologies are identical. 
As mentioned earlier, in general not all closed sets X are distinguished. If 
p(X) is finite, say p(X) = {PI ,..., P,}, then X is distinguished if and only if 
for all primes P we have 
PI n -**nP,CP3somePiCP. 
This is clearly the case if the Pi are all prime ideals. As we shall see it is also 
true for the primes of a field. There is a result for valuation rings (see, for 
example [I], Chapt. 6, p. 1341) which resembles this, viz.: if Vi ,..., V, , Y 
are valuation rings in the field A, all with quotient field A and 
VI n *** n V, C V, then some V, C V. However the result below seems to 
be deeper; our proof depends on the general approximation theorem [5] (and 
not merely on the approximation theorem for independent valuations given 
in [Z]). 
PROPOSITION 11. If A is a field and X is a closed subset of gam, A with 
p(X) finite, then X is distinguished. 
Proof. Let p(X) = {PI ,..., P,} so Pt $ P* for i # j. Assuming Pi q! P for 
all i, we wish to prove that PI n **- n P, $ P. Suppose first that P $ Pi for all 
i. Letting P also denote the place of A corresponding to the prime P, and 
similarly for Pi , by the approximation theorem for places ([6], p. 30) there 
exists x E A such that P(x) = 1, PI(x) = **a = P,(x) = 0, thus 
x$P,xEPlne-.nP,, as required. There remains the case where P is 
contained in one of the Pi , say Pl . 
For the proof of the valuation theoretic results quoted in the remainder 
’ See Proposition 14 below. 
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of the proof, see [5]. Let V denote the valuation ring corresponding to P so P 
is the maximal ideal of V, let Y denote the valuation map, and let P denote 
the value group, with Vi , vi , Pi defined similarly for Pi . Let Pi A Pj denote 
the maximal ideal of the valuation ring Vi v Vj =: the subring of A generated 
by the set Vi u Vj , let Pi? denote the value group of Pi A Pj , and let 
dij denote the kernel of the canonical homomorphism Pi - Pii . Since the 
dij are isolated subgroups, we may define Hi , for i > 1, as the smallest among 
Ai1 y***v Ai 9 i-1 > A,,i+l >...> Ai,. For i = 1 we take HI to be the smallest 
among A, Ai, ,..., Ai, , where d is the kernel of P, + I’. We now choose 
cli E Hi , 01~ > 0 for each i. Clearly (c~i ,..., a,) is compatible, so by Ribenboim’s 
approximation theorem there exists an x E A with vi(x) = CQ , and V(X) = 0 
since 0~~ E A. Hence x E PI r\ .*a n P, , x $ P, which completes the proof. 
4. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR PRIMES 
The following existence theorem generalizes the Krull-Chevalley theorem 
that a valuation can always be extended to an overfield and, in fact, the proof 
is an adaptation of the standard one of valuation theory. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let B be a subset of the k-algebra A, Ma multiplicatively- 
closed subset of B containing 1 but not 0, and let P be a multiplicatively-closed 
k-submodule of A which is maximala with respect o the following properties: 
MnP=P), BPCP. 
Then PEgarnk A. 
Proof. We must show that A\P is multiplicatively closed. Thus suppose 
,x, y E A\P and xy = p, E P. Now the set P’ of all p + a,x + *** + a,,xn, 
where p E P and ai E AP, is a multiplicatively-closed k-submodule satis- 
fying BP’ C P’ and properly containing P. Thus M n P’ f Id, say 
m = p + alx + ..* + a,xn E M where we may assume that n is minimal. 
Similarly we have m’ = p’ + a;y + *a* + aiyt E M where p’ E P, ai E AP 
with t minimal. If n < t, we multiply the first equation by yt to get 
(m - p) yt = a,p,y+l + *a* + a,pInyt-+. 
Now we multiply the second equation by m -p and substitute the above 
expression for (m -p) yt obtaining mm’ = mp’ + m’p -pp’ + a;(m -p) y + *a* 
+ aL(m -P) yt-l + aXalplyt-l + *** + a,$lnyt-n}. We thus contradict the 
minimality of t. 
8 Clearly Zorn’s lemma applies to the set under consideration; and this set is 
nonempty since it contains the zero submodule. 
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COROLLARY. (Krull-Chevalley). If A is a$eld, B a subring of A, and P1 a 
prime ideal in B, then there exists a valuation ring V in A with maximal ideal P 
such that Q( V) = A and P n B = P1 . In particrllar, a valuation on afield can 
be extended to any overjeld. 
Proof. In the proposition take k = 2, M = B\P, and start Zorn’s lemma 
off at P1 . As to the second statement, take B to be the ring of the valuation on 
the subfield, P1 its maximal ideal, and M = B\P, , thus obtaining a valuation 
on the overfield with maximal ideal P such that P n B = PI. But in fact 
P n Q(B) = P1 , for if x E P n Q(B), x I# B, then l/x E P1 whence the 
contradiction x . 1 Ix = 1 E P. 
In Section 5 we discuss a conjecture which generalizes the Krull-Chevalley 
theorem. 
Consider pairs (B, P) where B is a subalgebra of A and P is a prime ideal 
in B. These may be partially ordered by defining (B, P) < (B’, P’) if B C B’ 
and P’ n B = P; and by Zorn’s lemma every pair is dominated by a maximal 
pair. The following result is an equivalent reformulation of the existence 
theorem. 
PROPOSITION 13. If (B, P) is a maximal pair in A, then P E gam, A (and 
B = Ap). 
Proof. In Proposition 12 take the same B, M = B\P and start Zorn’s 
lemma off at P, thus obtaining a prime P’ such that P’ n B = P. Since 
(B, P) < (Ap’, P’), we have P = P’, B = AP and P is a prime. 
Conversely, let us derive Proposition 12 from the present one. Let P be 
constructed as in Proposition 12 and suppose (Ap, P) < (B’, P’). Since 
B C AP and MC AP\P, we have M n P’ = 0 and BP’ C P’. By maximality 
P = P’, so B’ = AP and therefore P is a prime. 
In the case of a field every pair (AP, P) where P is a prime is maximal, but 
not in general. For example, if p is a prime number, then P = pZ is a prime/Z 
in A = Z[X] with AP = Z; but (AP, P) < (A, P’) where P’ is the maximal 
ideal containing p and X. For further details concerning maximal pairs see 
[Z], Chapt. 6, p. 169. 
Our first application of the existence theorem is 
PROPOSITION 14. gam, A is quasicompact. 
Proof. Given an open cover v Ui = gam, A we must find a finite sub- 
cover. By the Alexander subbasis theorem we may assume that Ui = D(xJ, 
say. If S is the set of all these xi , then the set of primes not containing S 
coincides with gam, A. Clearly then gam, A = (P : T $ P} where T is the 
multiplicatively-closed k-submodule generated by S. T must contain 1 
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(in other words, T is a subalgebra); otherwise there would exist a prime 
containing T (by the existence theorem with M = B = {l}, starting Zorn’s 
lemma off at T). Thus we have an equation of the form 1 = Cajyj where 
aj E k and each yj is a product of various xi . If, say, x, ,..., x, are the xi that 
actually occur, then gam, A = 0(x1) u a** u D(xJ, as required. 
Another application of the existence theorem is 
PROPOSITION 1.5. gam, A is connected if and only if A contains no non- 
trivial idempotents. 
Proof. Suppose e is a nontrivial idempotent. Since e(1 - e) = 0, each 
prime contains exactly one of e, 1 - e. Now X = (pAk) e is a multiplicatively- 
closed k-submodule not containing 1; hence there exists a prime containing 
X, hence e, and similarly one containing I - e. Thus D(e), being the comple- 
ment of D(1 - e), is a nontrivial open and closed set. 
Conversely, assume all idempotents are trivial. Then ([I], Chapt. 2, p. 132) 
spec A is connected and it follows by Proposition 3 that gam, A is connected. 
A third application of the existence theorem occurs in 
PROPOSITION 16. (i) Let B be a specialization subalgebra of A, for example 
B = PA or AP for some prime P. Then B is integrally closed in A. 
(ii) If B is a subalgebras of A, then the integral closure of B in A is the 
intersection of the specialization subalgebras of A which contain B. 
Proof. (i) By Proposition 2, xy E B, x $ B * y E B. Now suppose 
x E A\B, xs + bn-#--l + .a. + b, = 0, bi E B where we may suppose n 
minimal. From x(x”-l + . ..+b.)=-b,~Bwededucex’+l+***+b,~B, 
thereby contradicting the minimality of n. 
(ii) If x E A is not integral over B we must find an A, such that B C A, and 
x$A,. Sincexn = 0 would imply x is integral over B, 0 6 S = (1, x, x2 ,... }. 
Let C = S-IA, let 0 : A + C be the canonical map, and let D denote the 
subring (eB)[l/x] of C. Now l/x is not a unit in D; for otherwise we would 
have an equation in A of the form ~~+~+l = xk(bg” + *a* + b,), bi E B, k > 0, 
which would imply that x is integral over B. Thus l/x is contained in a 
maximal ideal J of D. Applying Proposition 12 where the A, B, M of that 
proposition are, respectively, C, D, D\ J and starting Zorn’s lemma off at J, 
we obtain P E gam, C where D C Cp. Finally, &VP is the domain of defini- 
tion of a specialization, WCp 3 B and, since l/x E P, x $ b-lCp. 
The following well-known special case is worth singling out. 
COROLLARY 1. If B is a snbring of theJield A, then the integral closure of B 
8 Note in the case of a subring B of the ring A one may take, for example k = Z or B. 
481/10/I-6 
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in A is the intersection of the valuation rings V in A such that V 3 B and 
Q(V) = A. 
COROLLARY 2. If A is integral over PAR, for example if A isjnitely generated 
as a k-module, then for each P E gam, A we hawe PA = AP = A, and therefore 
gam, A = spec A. 
This is the case for example when A is the ring of integers in a number 
field, allowing infinite degree over Q, for any k for which A is a k-algebra. 
When k is a field and A = k[X] we again have, by the next proposition, 
gam, A = spec A, but not all PA coincide with A. Indeed since k and A are 
the only integrally-closed subalgebras of A, one easily sees that OA = k and 
PA = A for all nonzero prime ideals P. 
PROPOSITION 17. Suppose spec k is finite and Hausdorfll”, for example when 
k is a$eld, and let X be an indeterminate. Then gam, k[X] = spec k[XJ 
Proof. Since ‘$J(k[X]) = ‘$(k) k[X], by Proposition 8 (iii) and its corollary 
we may assume that $3(k) = 0. Then k is a product of, say, n fields. First let 
n = 1 and let P be a nonzero prime in k[X]. Since k is a field, we must have 
P CI k = 0. Hence P and therefore k[Xlp contains a nonzero polynomial 
whence k[X] is integral over k[Xlp. By the previous proposition, k[Xlp = k[xJ 
so P E spec k[X]. 
Now suppose k = FI x *+* x F, where the Fi are fields, and put 
A, = F,[Xj. Since k[X] is isomorphic with Ai x *a* x A, , and garnFiAd = 
gam& , the result follows from 
LEMMA. If the algebras A; ,... , AL are such that gam, A: = spec Ai , then 
the same is true of A’ = A; x a.* x A; . 
For by the second part of Proposition 7 the primes of A’ are of the form 
A; x **a x A;-, x Pi x A:,I x **a x A; where, for some i, Pi is a prime 
ofA;. 
5. SEPARATED MORPHISMS 
For a specialization $ : A -+ B we will use the notation C# = +“$I for the 
factorization of 4 into the surjective specialization 4 : A -+ AJKer 4 
followed by the injective homomorphism 4” : A,/Ker$ + B. We say that C$ 
is separated if gam, 4” is surjective, and + is closed if the image under gam, + 
lo I.e., k has only finitely many prime ideals and they are all maximal; in other 
words k/q(k) is the direct product of finitely many fields. In any case spec k is Hausdorff 
if and only if it is TX , i.e., every prime ideal is maximal ([I], Chapt. 2, p. 173). 
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of every distinguished closed set in gam, B is a distinguished closed set in 
gam, A. If P E gam, B, 4 : A + B and P’ = C-lP, we say that P lies over P’. 
PROPOSITION 18. Every closed specialization is separated. 
Proof. Let + : A + B be a closed specialization and let V(S) be a distin- 
guished closed set in gam, B; we may assume S = J(V(S)). By assumption 
(gam, 4) V(S) = V(T) where we may take T = n {P : P E (gam, 4) V(S)} = 
n {C-lP : P E V(S)} = d--U. In particular the image of gam, 4 is 
(gam, (5) Z’@(B)) = V(d Ker 4) where 4 Ker + = (a E A : an E Ker 4 for 
some TZ}. Clearly 4 Ker + CA, and V(l/ Ker 4) = V(Ker 4). Now 
if P E gam, A,/Ker 4, then +‘-lP 3 Ker 4, hence +‘-lP = +-lP1 for some 
P1 E gam, B. Clearly $“-lP1 = P, so 4 is separated. 
Note that when 4 is closed 
PEgamkA, Pr)Ker++ PCA,. 
We use the standard notation Ared = A/p(A). A specialization + : A + B 
induces a specialization &a : Ared + Bred (clearly A, 3 ?@(A)) and -d is 
a functor from Proj, to itself. We have the canonical surjection wA : A + Ared 
and w is a natural transformation from the identity functor to 7ed - 
PROPOSITION 19. Let + : A + B and I# : B -F C be specializations. 
(i) If $J and # are closed, so is $4. 
(ii) If $4 is closed and q4 is surjective, then 4 is closed. 
(iii) If + and # are separated and Ker # C $A, , then $4 is separated. 
(iv) If $4 is separated, Ker # = 0 and B, 1 +A, , then 0 is separated. 
(v) If I& is separated and B, C $A+, then IJ is separated. 
(vi) A homomorphism $ is closed if and only if f is closed, hence a sur- 
jective homomorphism is closed. 
(vii) The specialization 4 is closed (resp. separated) if and only if &,,a is 
closed (resp. separated). 
Proof. (i) Obvious. 
(ii) If V(S) C gam, C where S = J(V(S)), clearly 
b% $9 q-v c WFS) 
and we wish to prove the opposite inclusion. If P E V(#%!3), then 
@‘P E V(~-~I,-%S) and the latter set is by assumption (gam, $4) V(S). Hence 
there exists a P1 E V(S) such that (#+)-‘P1 = $-lP. Since 4 is surjective, 
gam,+ is faithful and therefore P = +-lP1 E (gam, #) V(S), as required. 
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(iii) Let J = Ker$ and K = Ker #, so Ker $4 = $-lK 3 J. If 
19 : A,,/$-lK+ B,/K is the canonical injection, then ($4)” = $I”@. If P is a 
prime in A,,/$-rK, then its inverse image PI in A is a prime containing 
&lK. Hence the image Pz of PI in A$/J is a prime. Since 4 is separated, there 
is a prime P3 in B which lies over Pz , and P3 3 K. The image of P3 n B, in 
B,/K is a prime P4 . Since 4 is separated, there is a prime P5 in C lying over 
P4 . By following through the various mappings one sees that P6 lies over P. 
(iv) If J = Ker 4, K = Ker #, we have J = +-lK and A,, = A, . If 
P is a prime in Ad/J since $4 is separated there is a prime PI in C lying over 
P. Clearly the inverse image of PI in B is a prime lying over P. 
(v) 0, as defined in (iii), is an isomorphism and the result is clear. 
(vi) Obviously a surjective homomorphism is closed (cf. Proposition 8). 
Thus if + = $“4’ is a homomorphism, 4 is closed if and only if 4” is closed by 
(i) and (ii), 
(vii) By Proposition 8, gam, wA : gam, Ared --+ gam, A is a homeo- 
morphism which clearly induces a bijection between the collections of 
distinguished closed sets. Thus the case of closed specializations is clear. Now 
suppose that 4 is separated and let PI be a prime of C = (Are,&JKer &.d . 
We wish to find a prime Pz of Bred lying over PI * If 0 : A,/Ker 4 ---f C is the 
canonical surjection, P3 = &lP, is a prime and by assumption there is a 
prime P4 of B lying over P3 . The required prime is Pz = wBP4 . Conversely, 
let #red be separated and P3 a prime of A,/Ker 4. We wish to find a prime P4 
of B lying over P3 . PI = 0P, is a prime of C and by assumption there is a 
prime Pz of &ed lying over PI . The required prime is P4 = o$PZ. 
Note that a surjective specialization in general need not be closed; for 
example, if k = Z, A = Z[X], B = Z/pZ where p is a prime number and 
A, = Z, then 4 : A + B is not closed. Here is an example of an injective 
homomorphism which is not closed. If k is a field, $ : k[X] --f K(X) is the 
canonical embedding, and P is the prime of k(X) corresponding to the unique 
valuation ring not containing k[X], then {P} is a distinguished closed set but 
(gam,4){P} = (0) is not closed. However, + is separated by Proposition 17 
and the Krull-Chevalley theorem. 
PROPOSITION 20. The structural homomorphism pa : k -+ A is closed. 
Proof. Write p for pa . By part (vi) of the previous proposition and the 
fact that gam, A does not change when k is replaced by pk, we may 
assume that p is injective, and k C A. If V(S) C gam, A, we have 
(garn, p) V(S) C V(S n k) where the latter denotes a subset of spec k and 
we wish to prove the opposite inclusion; let P E V(S n k). Since we may 
assume that S = 3(V(S)), S is a multiplicatively-closed submodule, and 
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therefore so is T = S + P. If M = k\P, then MT C T and also M n T = @; 
for if, with obvious notation, m = s + p, then s = m -p E S n k C P 
whence m = s + p E P, a contradiction. By Proposition 12 (with the M and B 
of that proposition both taken as the present M, and starting Zorn’s lemma 
off at T) there is a prime P’ in A containing T such that P’ n M = $3. Hence 
P’ n k = P and P’ 3 S, as required. 
COROLLARY 1. The Krull-Chevalley theorem. 
Proof. Given an integral domain k in a field A and P E spec k, we wish to 
show that there exists a P1 E gam, A such that P1 n k = P. But the image X 
of the distinguished closed set gam, A = V(0) is closed and contains 0. Hence 
X = spec k and the result follows. 
We call the k-algebra A ablative if every specialization out of A is separated. 
We say that A is semi-ablative if every injective homomorphism out of A is 
separated. Thus A is ablative if for every specialization 4 out of A, A,/Ker 4 
is semi-ablative. 
COROLLARY 2. k is ablative. 
For if 4 : k -+ A, then necessarily 4 = pA which is closed, hence separated. 
More generally, A is ablative if A is integral over pA k; see Corollary 2 of the 
next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 21. (i) If A is ablative, so is Al Jfor every ideal J. 
(ii) A is ablative if and only if Ared is ablative. 
(iii) In order that A be semi-ablative, it is suficient that for every minimal 
prime ideal P of A, the injection A/P---f Q(A/P) be separated. 
(iv) (The going-up theorem of Cohen-Seidenberg). If 4 : A -+ B is an 
injective homomorphism, then the image of gam, 4 contains spec A. 
Proof. (i) If 4 : A/J + B is a specialization and + : A - A/J the canonical 
homomorphism, then $4 is separated by assumption and the result follows by 
Proposition 19 (v). 
(ii) Follows from (i) and Proposition 19 (vii). 
(iii) Let A C B, PI E g amL A, Pz a minimal prime ideal of A contained 
in P1 (thus Pz C PI”), and P3 an ideal of B maximal with respect to the pro- 
perty P3 n A C Pz . It is easily seen that P3 , hence P3 n A, is a prime ideal 
and therefore P3 n A = Pz . If F = Q(A/P,) and K = Q(B/P,), we have 
F C K. By assumption there is a prime P4 of F such that P,, n A/P, = PIP, , 
and by Krull-Chevalley there is a prime P5 of K such that PS n F = P4 . 
Finally, if P, is in the inverse image of P5 in B, then P6 n A = P1 . 
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(iv) follows by an obvious application of the existence theorem. To 
obtain the going-up theorem in its usual form, take k = A and B integral over 
A (for then gam, B = spec B by Corollary 2 of Proposition 16). 
COROLLARY 1. Every Artinian A is ablative; in particular, every field is 
ablative. 
Proof. Bypart(ii)ofthepropositionwemayassumethatA = A, x *** x A, 
where the A, are fields. If $ : A -+ B is a specialization, by Corollary 1 of 
Proposition 2 A,/Ker+ has the form either A/J where J is an ideal of A, or 
V/P where V is a valuation ring of one of the Ai and P is its maximal ideal 
(cf. Section 3). In either case AJKer 4 is Artinian so it is sufficient to prove 
that an Artinian A is semi-ablative. But this is obvious by the criterion of 
part (iii) of the proposition since every prime ideal of A is maximal. 
COROLLARY 2. If A is integral over pa k, then A is ablative. 
Proof. If+ is a specialization out of A, then A, is integral over pa k = pA k. 
By Corollary 2 of Proposition 16 every prime of A, is an ideal, thlrefore the 
same is true of A,/Ker 4, and the result follows by the going-up theorem. 
For example, the ring of integers in a number field is ablative (for any k 
for which it is a k-algebra). 
We can supplement (iv) of the proposition by the following observation: 
The image of gam,$ also contains all maximal primes P of A. For by the 
existence theorem there is a prime PI of B such that PI n A 1 P and therefore 
PI n A = P. 
The foregoing is given some content by the following less trivial example. 
By a function field in one variable over a field k we mean, as usual, a finite 
algebraic extension of k(X). 
PROPOSITION 22. Let k be a$eId, K a function$eM in one variable over k, 
and A a k-subalgebra of K; that is, a subring of K containing k, .for example, the 
coordinate ring of a plane algebraic curve defused over k. Then A is ablative. 
Proof. If q4 is a specialization on A with Ker 4 f 0, it is easily seen that 
A,/Ker$ is Artinian and the result follows by Corollary 1 above. Thus we 
may assume Ker 4 = 0. Writing A for A, it is thus sufficient to prove that A 
is semi-ablative, or by part (iii) of the previous proposition, that A + Q(A) is 
separated. We may assume that A contains an element X transcendental over 
k, otherwise A is a field, and that K = Q(A). If P E gam, A, we wish to find 
Pl E gam, K such that PI n A = P. We may assume that AP is a local ring: 
LEMMA. If A is an integral domain with quotient field K, P E gam, A and 
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S = AP\P, then Q = S-IP is a prime in B = S-IA and BQ = S-lAP. Thus 
if PI is a prime of K such that PI n B = Q, the-n PI n A = P. 
We omit the simple verification of these statements. We thus assume that 
AP is local, and clearly we may assume P f 0. If y is a nonzero element of P, 
then y is transcendental over k; an equation of algebraic dependence leads 
immediately to 1 E P. Clearly K : K(y) < co and k[y] C AP C K. It is well 
known that since AP is local, its integral closure Win K is the intersection of 
finitely many valuation rings (all discrete rank 1) say W = VI n **- n V, 
where Q(Vi) = K. By Krull-Chevalley there exists a prime PI of K such 
that PI n AP = P. We shall show that PI n A = P which will complete 
the proof. Suppose then we have a E PI n A, a q! P, hence a $ AP. By 
[4], p. 37 there is an m 2 1 such that if b = 1 + a + *em + am, so b E A, 
then l/b E W, say (l/b)” + ~,-,(l/b)“-~ + .*. + c0 = 0, ci E AP. Thus 
l/b = -c&r - *** - c&“-l E W n A; W n A = AP since AP is integrally 
closed in A. In fact l/b E P since b * l/b E AP, b $ AP, the latter because 
b = 1 + *.a + .m, a E A\AP and AP is integrally closed in A. If w is the 
valuation corresponding to PI , we have n(a) > 0, hence v(b) = 0 and there- 
fore V( 1 lb) = 0. This contradicts l/b E P C PI , and the proof is complete. 
In the case of a plane algebraic curve C/R we can put the essential content 
of the proposition in a more striking form. Let the coordinate ring of C be A 
and let its function field be K, so K = Q(A). A natural definition of “point” 
on C is equivalence class of places of K which are trivial on k, two places 
being equivalent if they have the same center on A. 
COROLLARY. If C is a plane algebraic curve de$ned over the field k with 
coordinate ring A, then the points of C are in bijective correspondence with the 
points of gam, A. 
Of course non-ideal primes must correspond to “points at infinity”. For 
example, the hyperbola k[X, l/X] has the two non-ideal primes Xk[Xj and 
l/X k[l/X-J. 
We call the k-algebra B complete if for every k-algebra A the canonical 
homomorphism A --f A @ ,B is closed. Obviously k itself is complete. 
PROPOSITION 23. (i) If B is complete, then so is Bl Jfor every ideal J. 
(ii) If B is complete and $ : A - B is a specialization, then + is separated. 
(iii) B is complete if and only if Bred is complete. 
Proof. (i) If+:A-+A@,B/J,then+=8$where#:A+A@,Bis 
closed by assumption, 8 : A @ KB + A @ kB/ J is a surjective homomorphism 
hence closed, and therefore Q is closed. 
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(ii) Given A C B and P E gam, A we must find PI E gam, B such that 
PI n A = P. Now +L : A + A @ ,B is closed by assumption; Z,!S is also 
injective for if 4 denotes the given injection A ---f B, then 4 = AtI+ where 
6’ = 4 @ 1 and A : B @ kB -+ B is the diagonal. If J = Ker(AB), then 
#-I] = 0, thus #-rdJ = d#-l J = ‘@(A). Therefore (cf. the proof of 
Proposition 18)(gam, #) V (J) = gam, A, so there is a prime Pz of A @ ,B 
containing J such that #-lPz = P. Now A0 is surjective and PI = (AB) Pz is 
the required prime of B. 
(iii) For any algebra A, Ker( 1, @ ws) is a nil ideal and the homeo- 
morphism gam, lA @ wB induces a bijection between the collections of 
distinguished closed sets; the result now is clear. 
Consider the following two conjectures. The evidence in favor of the first 
is meagre, and there is not a shred of evidence in support of the second. Thus 
we do not wish to promulgate these as serious conjectures. 
CONJECTURE 1. Every algebra is ablative. 
Equivalently, every specialization is separated; or, every algebra is semi- 
ablative. 
CONJECTURE 2. Every algebra is complete. 
It would be interesting to determine to what extent this conjecture is true 
(perhaps with a less demanding definition of complete) in view of the 
following: 
COROLLARY. The second conjecture implies the Jirst. 
6. STRUCTURE SHEAVES 
If U is an open set in gam, A, we write ‘-‘A = n iPA : P E U> 
and rplA = u {“A : U an open neighbourhood of P]; cpJA is a subalgebra 
since if x E uA, y E “A where U and V are open neighbourhoods of P, then 
Uy and x f y are in unvA. Note that cpJA CPA, but in general P $ fplA. 
P r\ LplA is a prime ideal in IplA and we denote the local algebra ([plA\P)-l[plA 
by pA. Similarly we let vA = S,‘*A where SU = uA\~{P : P E U}. If 
V C U, we have a canonical k-algebra homomorphism Xv* : vA -+ “A and 
it is clear that U-H vA defines a presheaf of k-algebras on gam, A. We denote 
the corresponding sheaf by Gam, A. 
PROPOSITION 24. Gam, is a contravariant functor from Alg, to the category 
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of ringed spaces and their morphisms ll. The stalk of Gam, A at the prime P is 
the local algebra pA. 
Proof. Let 6 : A --f B be a homomorphism and U, , Ua open subsets of 
gam, A with Us C U, . Then Vi = (g am,+)-l Ui are open in gam, B with 
V, C V, . By Lemma 2 preceding Proposition 7, +uiA C V*B and we have 
canonical homomorphisms UiA + ViB making 
v,B - bB 
commute. Thus we have a morphism between the presheaves, therefore a 
morphism Gam, 4 : Gam, B + Gam, A, and Gam, thus becomes a contra- 
variant functor. 
To show that pA is the stalk as claimed we must show that it satisfies the 
requisite universal property. Thus let hpU : uA -+ pA be the canonical 
homomorphism, one for each open neighbourhood U of P, and suppose 
BU : uA -+ B are homomorphisms satisfying 19~~~~ = Or-‘. We must prove 
that there is a unique homomorphism 8: pA --f B such that f3Apu = flu. Now an 
element x E pA has a representation in the form a/s where a E LplA, s E mA\P. 
If say a E UA, s E vA where U and V are open neighbourhoods of P, then a/s 
represents an element y of wA where W = U n V n D(s) and we put 
B(x) = @‘(y). 0 is well defined and the remaining details are easily checked. 
PROPOSITION 25. If $ : A -+ B is a homomorphism, then each stalk map 
in Gam, $ is a local homomorphism. 
For if P E gam, B and Q = +-lP, then the stalk map QA + pB is given 
by a/s -H $a/+, where a, s E [QIA, s $ Q, which is clearly local. 
Given an A-module M and an open set UC gam, A, we define Mu = T;;lM 
where Tu = A\U{P : P E U>. Clearly U-H Mu defines a presheaf of k- 
modules and we denote the corresponding sheaf by A?. As in Proposition 24 
one sees that the stalk of i@ at P, which we denote by n/l,, is (A\P)-l M. 
Since the saturation of the multiplicatively-closed set A\P is A\PO, we have 
Mp = (A\PO)-l M. In particular, the stalk at P of A, which is actually a 
sheaf of k-algebras, is the local algebra AP = A,, . 
If x E Mu and P E U, we let x(P) denote the image of x in Mp . 
I1 See [2]. In this section we restrict our attention from Projk to Alg, . 
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PROPOSITION 26. The k-module r(gam, A, a’) of global sections is canoni- 
cally isomorphic with M. 
Proof. We have the k-module homomorphism 0 : M-+ r(gam, A, A?) 
given by B(m)(P) = m(P) and we wish to show that 0 is an isomorphism. 
First of all, B is injective: If m(P) = 0 for each P, there exists sp E A\P such 
that spm = 0. Hence the ideal {a E A : am = 0} is contained in no prime 
ideal, thus coincides with A, and m = 0. 
LEMMA. If E = {e, ,..., e,} C A and S is the multiplicatively-closed set 
generated by e = e,e, **. e,, , then FM = MD(=) . 
This is clear since 
S C TDcE) C A\u(P E spec A : e $8 P} 
and the latter is the saturation of S. 
If UisopenandxEMU, we let (x, U) denote the section defined on U by 
P -H x(P). The image of U under (x, U) is open by definition of the topology 
on the stalk space. 
Now let f E I’(gam, A, it?) and P a prime, so f (P) = m/s, m E M, s E A\P. 
Since f is continuous, f and (m/s, D(s))agree on some basic open neighbourhood 
D(E,) of P and gam, A = upD(Ep). By quasi-compactness we have (chan- 
ging notation) gam, A = D(EJ w **. u D(E,). 
If Ei = (ei, ,..., e,,,> and ei = ei1ei2 *** e,,( , then by the lemma f agrees 
on D(EJ with, say, (mi/eig, D(EJ), w h ere we may take a fixed g since there are 
only finitely many i. 
Putting D(EJ n D(Ej) = D(Ei u Ej) = U, by the lemma every element 
of Mu is representable as m/(eiej)t, for some m E M and some t. We claim 
that (eiej)h(eiQmj - ejgmi) = 0 for appropriate h. (This is clear if U = 8, 
since then eiej is nilpotent by Proposition 5). This will follow if we show that 
x = mi/eiQ - m,/eiQ = 0 regarded as an element of Mu. But x(P) = 0 for 
every P E U, in particular for every prime ideal in U. Now these prime ideals 
are in canonical bijection with the prime ideals of AU , since U is a basic open 
set. Mu is canonically an AU-module and x = 0 follows in the same way as 
we proved the faithfulness of 0. We may take a fixed h since there are only 
finitely many pairs i, j. 
Put rn! = eihmi and ai = e?+h SO aim: = aimi . NOW D(Ei) C D(ei) = D(a,), 
so gam: A = uD(a,). Put *E = {a l,...,a,} so gam,A ={P: E$P}. If 
E is the multiplicatively-closed k-submodule generated by E, then 1 E E (for 
otherwise by the existence theorem there would be a prime P 3 ,!? 3 E). Thus 
we have an equation of the form 1 = Caa where each CII E k and each a is a 
product of the form a,* *.* a? , 1 < ij < 71, g > 1. Put m = ZCiai, -.- a;,mi, . 
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Then 
aim = C ffaiz *.a ai,aim;, 
= C Olaiz --* aipi rn: 1 s 
= rni 
so m = mi/ai = mile&’ in MDtEi). Therefore f = e(m) and 8 is surjective. 
Taking k = A and M = A we have the following well-known special 
case [2]. 
COROLLARY. If A is a ring, then r(spec A, Spec A) is canonically iso- 
morphic with A. 
The canonical k-algebra homomorphisms vA + AU define a natural 
transformation of the corresponding presheaves; hence we have a morphism 
A+ Gam, A of ringed spaces. Secondly, spec A --f gam, A is a continuous 
mapping (Proposition 3) and again we have a morphism of ringed spaces: 
Spec A + A-+ Gam, A. 
Of course when k = A, the three coincide. 
When A --f B is a k-algebra homomorphism 
Spec A - Gam, A 
t t 
Spec B - Gam, B 
clearly commutes. Thus, restricting Spec to Alg, , we see that Gam, is a 
natural transformation of Spec. 
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